
Testing Tool 2- English 2017-18 
Letters Words-1 Words-2 
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6/10 Should be correct 

 
cab                  bad                  mat 

 
lap                  ray                   far 

 
wax                 dam                 van 

 
tag 

 
6/10 Should be correct 

 
       set              red            kid 

 
him             top            box 

 
       sun             cup            fat 

 
  man 

 
6/10 Should be correct 

Sentences Para 

 

 
He will ring the bell 

Boys are going for picnic 
They have lost the keys 

 
(Two mistakes will be ignored ) 

 
We  will go to the village by train. 
Our uncle will take us on a tractor. 

We will see the fields from the road. 
She came back home after prayers. 

 
(Two mistakes will be ignored ) 



Story                                                                                                             (Two mistakes will be ignored ) 

During these climbs Tenzing once saved Hillary’s life. They were both looking for a place for 

team’s next camp. They were late. It was getting dark. They had to cross a deep and long 

crack in the snow. Hillary decided to jump across it. When he landed on the other side of 

the crack , the snow gave way. He fell and began going down. Tenzing was following him. 

They had a rope tied round their waists. Tenzing saw the danger and acted quickly. 

Writing 

Class-2 car , bag ,  day,  pan , mat 

( 3/5 should be correct ) 

Class-3 leg , hit, cut, fox, jam 

( 3/5 should be correct ) 

Class-4 Class-5 

Sentences                                                                                            

1. His son will go for a run.                                               

2. She did not speak to him.                                         

3.They had lot of fun.                                                         

4. I will buy a red pencil.                                               

5.Look at your book. 

Sentences                                                                                            

1. I  keep my books on the table.                                             

2.She got up early in the morning.                                           

3.The little clock is my friend.                                                  

4.There is a green tree in the garden.                                               

5. They are playing on the sand 

(Dictate two sentences and ignore one mistake in each sentence ) 
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